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Free and premium plans. Free and premium plans. Free and premium plans. Premium plans and free
trial. HubSpot uses the information you provide to us to contact you about our relevant content,
products, and services. You may unsubscribe from these communications at any time. For more
information, check out our privacy policy. You have been subscribed. Update to the latest version for
a better, faster, stronger and safer browsing experience.Get the Templates These branding rule
books help graphic designers, marketers, web developers, community managers, and even product
packaging departments all stay on the same page, and present a unified vision of the brand to the
public. Check them out below. Brand guidelines can dictate the content of a logo, blog, website,
advertisement, and similar marketing collateral. Chances are, youve learned to recognize them
because of the consistency across the messaging written or visual these brands broadcast. The same
brand colors are reflected across them. The language sounds familiar. Its all very organized and,
while not rigid, its cohesive. A mission statement ensures every piece of content you create for your
brand is working toward the same goal and, ideally, strives to solve the same problem for your
customer. It can include details related to your customers age, gender, job title, and professional
challenges. For this reason, your buyer persona should also appear in your brand style guide. Your
buyer persona is your target audience, and therefore stipulates for whom your brand publishes
content. Your color palette can be as simple or as elaborate as you want, so long as your brand
doesnt deviate from the colors you choose to include. While the first two colors of your color palette
might govern your logo, for example, the next two colors might support your website and blog
design. Another two or three colors might be the basis for all your printed branding
material.http://farmacieitaliane.com/documenti/fire-alarm-programming-manuals.xml
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These codes consist of numbers and letters to help you recall the exact shade, brightness, contrast,
and hue you want associated with your brand, so your colors dont gradually drift in appearance as
you create new content. You can find color codes using most photoediting or design software that
comes standard on your computer. Learn more about finding and committing to color codes in this
blog post. This component of your brand style guide can have strong implications for your PR team,
as well as the people who write articles, scripts, blog posts, and website copy for your company.
However, a brands editorial style guide can also go into much deeper detail about your buyer
persona what they like to read about, where they read it, their general reading level, etc.
Typographic guidelines can support your blog design which font you publish articles in the links and
copy on your website, and even a tagline to go with your company logo. Naturally, the companys
style guide is too. The brands style guide includes the companys mission statement, product details,
typeface, logo variations, a color palette, and a separate set of guidelines just for advertisements.
Click the link below to see how much you can manipulate the brand. Its the perfect way to show
content creators how creative they can get but also still adhere to Ollos specific typeface and color
codes. Skype, now owned by Microsoft, focuses primarily on its product phrasing and logo
placement. Spotifys color palette includes three color codes, while the rest of the companys
branding guidelines focus heavily on logo variation and album artwork. The style guide even allows
you to download an icon version of its logo, making it easier to represent the company without
manually recreating it. The company also includes a large color palette with each color sorted by the
product it should be shown on.http://kitchensofdiablo.com/upload/fire-and-ice-grill-2-go-manual.xml
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These guidelines help to show not just how the brands logo will appear, but how the companys
various storefronts will look from the outside to potential customers. However, the company isnt shy
to include information about its ideal consumer and what the brand believes in, as well. The
companys brand guidelines include nine color codes and tons of detail about its secondary logos and
imagery. The company begins its guidelines with a thorough explanation of its mission, vision, story,
target audience, and tone of voice. Only then does the style guide delve into its logo positioning on
various merchandise. The business has a separate webpage for just that. It shows you dozens of
contexts in which youd see this schools provocative logo, including animations. Nonetheless, the
brand does a fantastic job of breaking down every last color code and logo placement you can find
from the building itself to the advertisements promoting it. The company organizes its brand style
guide into four basic parts voice, design, photography, and partner. The latter describes and shows
how the brand interacts with partner brands, such as Star Wars. The company offers a simple set of
rules governing the size, spacing, and placement of its famous capitalized typeface, as well as a
single color code for its classic red logo. And yes, NASAs space shuttles have their own branding
rules. You are using an outdated browser, we recommend you upgrade your browser for a better and
safer experience. Brand guidelines are, in essence, your owner’s manual on how to “use” your
brand. These guidelines will be referenced by everyone who touches your brand, internally or
externally, and will often be partially reused in future brand identity revisions. Because of that, it’s
important that you define enough of the guidelines to keep your brand consistent, but keep them
short enough that contributors can actually digest all of the rules.

Whether you’re looking to produce a document that’s fairly straightforward, or complex and indepth,
you should find a resource in this list. Take a look at the following screenshots and demo video they
put together with some of Content Harmony’s design styles Optus is a cellular services provider in
Australia, so you may not be familiar with their name or brand. As a result, take this as a great
opportunity to explore a new brand without bias. This is a great use of industry concepts to build
coherence throughout their brand guidelines. In this example Asana also goes into the ratio and
origin of where the three dots come from hint it’s the counter of the “a” in Asana. They even wrote
an indepth Medium article about the process and symmetry of the three dots. This is a very
straightforward example, and honestly, it doesn’t need to be more complicated than this. Subtlety
may be one of their strengths, but they went purely bold throughout all of their brand guidelines.
Creating a custom font isn’t easy, it needs its own style guide, and that’s just what was done for
Macaroni Grill. Also of note, SocioDesign did an excellent job creating a rich brand presence
through bold serifs and copper colors via web, and foil via print. The easier that you can either make
things to use or readable, the better it is for your users. So, to help parents and leaders maintain the
brand integrity it’s important to demonstrate the appropriate usage.Pentagram did an incredible job
reflecting their brand through the products.Gretel has some beautiful transitions mixed with
textures, lines, photos and text in their case study. The use of duotones photos has become a huge
trend, courtesy of companies like Spotify. If anything, you can walk away with ideas of how to
control the way your UX is designed, and some simple.gifs included in your brand guidelines.pdf is a



great solution. Also, once the user clicks on the desired portion, those pages are very clean and
visually legible.

http://ninethreefox.com/?q=node/14700

Thus, it’s very simple and translates well across all media, so there’s not much handholding to do.
With large examples of company logos, typography, icons, and more, OntraPort definitely set up for
success. Even after you’ve made your indepth brand guidelines, please make a onesheeter for
everyone within your company. You need to make sure you’re saying “the right thing.” Using a CTA
depends on the product and where you’re advertising, and Amazon went as far as giving examples of
both onsite and offsite ads in the brand guidelines. This is a great example of speaking to those
reading your brand guidelines like a human. Kudos. They clearly went through and extensive
process to lay their ground rules so much so, that they colorcoded their voice guidelines. That’s a
technique I hadn’t seen before. Who knew colorcoding could be innovative So, it only makes sense
that their voice and tone would be supportive and uplifting. There’s nothing like getting a big ol’ slap
on the back from your software. Although this event may be known for something else, this branding
identity won’t soon be forgotten, because of the bold brand identity of the Olympics. It’s remarkable
how the design team was able to transfer the heavy line design throughout the Olympics, from the
stadium design to apparel design. Rather than shrinking and dissecting their logo, they blew it up to
create unique negative space that would be hard to conceive otherwise. If you click on Sean’s link,
you will see the versatility of the logo through the images and colors he applies. Sort of a has a
mid80’s MTV feel, fastforward to today. Including the Golden Ratio is something I wouldn’t have
thought about, but it’s clear especially in the lower left layout how much of a difference it can make.
He went through a very thorough branding process just to show how well the city of Miami could be
represented by a new addition.People will have questions, they always do.

https://www.ejnerkaa-landbrug.dk/images/944-manual-transmission-swap.pdf
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These are very forwardthinking, financialbased brand guidelines that many conservative companies
can use as a jumpingoffpoint. In Jones Soda’s case, they are using this as a guide to show the three
primary color IDs Pantone, CMYK, and RGB to help maintain the branding across all of their brand
mediums. Companies often separate their products from their brand guidelines, but Superbig
Creative found a seamless way to combine everything into one. Please feel free to follow the links I
have provided to the either the companies or agencies to see some other amazing projects. When
you’re ready to expand beyond that, Graham “Logo” Smith provides us with a free 14 Page Brand
Identity Guidelines Template to get you started.Maybe one that you worked on Simon obtained his
B.A. in Graphic Design from Minnesota State University. Thanks for featuring my work on your site!
It includes a series of readymade folders where you can upload and share logos, layout instructions,
executive team photos, and other brand related assets. So gonna use this! Its very informative post. I
really appreciate. Brand Identity Recently came across too. It’s very informative and inspiring. Asana
definitely sticks out as the best one for me. I love the color palette they chose. Post Comment. A
glimpse of the swoosh and you know it’s Nike. The golden arches represent McDonald’s. Same goes
for Apple’s halfmunched apple. It’s in their colors, imagery, fonts, tone, and even the feeling you get
when you see one of their ads. No commitment, no credit card required. They come in the form of a
physical or digital booklet filled with examples of what to do and what not to do. Asana helps people
understand the “why” behind their branding by explaining their choices, including the logo’s three
dots. That’s why NusrEt included product photography in their brand guidelines. Especially in meat
photos, the texture and thickness should be easily seen so that viewers can immediately tell that it’s
high quality stuff.

https://www.hotelaristonvaldisole.com/images/944-manual-steering.pdf
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If you’re thinking of starting a restaurant, you can even use it as a brand guidelines template for
your own business. Bluegrey, pastel pink, and nude act as supporting colors that can be used for
various design elements and backgrounds. Their grand guidelines also show how the brand wants to
display its promotional content. Everything from the logo to the store environment is refreshed to
appeal to modern consumers, making Urban Outfitters one of the best brand guidelines examples to
follow if you’re interested in staying hip and relevant. Because Carrefour is in the food retail
industry, this is an excellent approach to take in their goal of becoming recognized and respected for
their dedication to customer service. It explains the important role its logo plays in identifying its
brand, and how to combine the logo with the watermark in different contexts. It has exceptional
attention to detail and use of examples to illustrate each point. They also paint a picture about what
you shouldn’t do. If you’ve addressed this in your brand strategy, explain specific scenarios and uses
for different colors, fonts, and imagery. These rules apply to multiple channels, including web and
print content, emails, and internal employee events. Use your brand colors and fonts in section
headings, as well as in your explanations and descriptions. The company extended this looped line
throughout the brand guidelines document to create a visual flow while enforcing the visual identity.
Where there’s a search bar, just type “brand guidelines” to see portfolios from available designers.
Every little detail counts, from your primary color all the way down to the font you use in your
company emails. Guidelines are especially helpful if you partner with other businesses that will be
using your visual brand elements, like in promotions and advertisements. No commitment, no credit
card required. As a seasoned digital nomad, her trusty laptop is her best friend. You can unsubscribe
any time.

Entrepreneur Definition and Meaning By using our website, you agree to our privacy policy. It also
tells everyone exactly how to communicate your brand. So how do you create a brand style guide.
We’ll show you how in five steps! Put another way, it’s a reference tool that helps maintain



consistency in what a brand looks, feels and sounds like. It’s so powerful that some people even call
it a brand bible, but don’t let that intimidate you—those are just different names for the same
document. It’s how the world recognizes you and begins to trust you. If you see someone change
how they look and act all the time, you won’t feel like you know who they are, and you certainly
wouldn’t trust them. Now imagine if that same person walked into work one day unshaven, wearing
cutoff jeans and sporting a new tattoo of a tiger riding a motorcycle through flames. It’d probably
feel uncomfortable because it’s not what you’re used to. You might even check in with him to make
sure everything was okay. A style guide is important because it helps your business communicate in
a consistent way across all teams and channels. There are five key components mission, vision,
target audience, brand personality and core values. All the other parts of your brand style guide are
tangible elements that communicate those key components to the world through design. These can
be big you’re going to change the world or small you solves a small, annoying problem, as long as
they’re true to your brand. If you’ve done market research, include any insights that could help your
team communicate more effectively to your customers. Here’s a deeper guide on how to define your
target audience. This will set the tone for both design and writing. Are you sophisticated or quirky.
Classic or trendy Ask your team for input and perspective. Tip It can also be helpful to list 35
adjectives that your brand is not.Memorable values will make it easy for your team to stay onbrand.

http://asesorialuishervas.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16286502
84f6f5---c30-cdi-amg-manual.pdf

Prep for your brand style guide by saving reference points that feel onbrand. For 99designs’
rebranding process, each team created a Pinterest board to show what the core values meant to
them. This is a great exercise that gets multiple people at a company involved and helps to create
buyin. Collect examples of successful ads, emails, mailers, etc. Keep track of recurring feedback. If
you notice you’re giving the same note to your writers and designers, it might be something useful to
add to your style guide. You may end up using some of these materials in the imagery or brand voice
sections of your guide. Choose a designer who communicates well and makes you feel comfortable.
Brand design is a process of discovery, and your designer will be your partner in that process. She
may have ideas or offer input that you hadn’t considered. These should be the first things you
prioritize with your designer. Some of this may already be created like your logo. But for others
you’ll want to go back to your inspiration boards. A designer will help you take those moods, feelings
and images and turn them into tangible brand elements. A simple summary will give people insight
into the heart and soul of your company, which will help them understand how to represent your
brand. Or you may choose to only share some of that publicly. Everything else in your brand
guidelines should hold true to these fundamental components. This section of your brand style guide
ensures your logo is used in the way you intended. It also prevents mistakes—like stretching,
altering, condensing or realigning—that could send the wrong message. Check out 99designs’
guidelines for using the logo. Most brands choose four or fewer main colors and don’t stray too far
from the hues of their logo. Heineken follows this rule of thumb to a tee. Make sure to include the
information needed to reproduce those color accurately, wherever your brand message goes.

Your brand needs will dictate whether one typeface family will meet all your needs or if you want to
define multiple brand fonts. A good rule of thumb is to use a different font than the one in your logo,
since the contrast will help it stand out. A seasoned designer can guide you through this process.
The imagery section in your style guide will steer everyone else in the right direction without adding
more approval todo’s for you. You might even use some of the inspiration points you gathered to
prep for your style guide! Make sure you address the main ways that your company communicates,
whether it’s a print catalog or an Instagram account. This will still give your team a sense of the
style to align to, plus it never hurts to aim high! Use that to describe the type of language that is
onbrand. Pick words you like and words you don’t to clearly demonstrate what your brand voice is.

http://asesorialuishervas.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628650284f6f5---c30-cdi-amg-manual.pdf
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You probably need to codify how you layout images on your website. Perhaps you need packaging
guidelines that explain when to use the product name and when to use the company name. Then you
might want some guidelines on the types of imagery you use in your posts. Start by making a list of
any additional elements that you will need to cover in your guide. Here’s a handy checklist to get the
ideas churning This will help determine the structure of our guide Here’s what we make and do. Ooh
how pretty! You and your designer should connect on any specs landscape vs.You’ll want to make
sure that essential information is easy to find perhaps via a table of contents and very clear. You will
end up learning what works as you use it, and you can always add to it or adjust the information. The
most important thing is to set a solid foundation by creating one. Then calendar time to review and
revisit and refresh your style guide. You can do this one month, a quarter, or a year after finalizing
the guidelines.

A strong brand tells the world why they should choose you over all the other options on the market.
A brand style guide tells your team how to stay true to that brand. It all depends on your business
needs. The important thing is that it lists all your basic brand elements and can act as the singular
point of reference for any future design project. And how to create a brand marketing strategy. Just
wanted to call attention to a minor correction Fixed it. It is a corporate identity management tool. It
is used to ensure correct application of the corporate identity following its implementation. For very
large companies, the manual can easily contain hundreds of pages. That is why the corporate
identity site is more and more being used as a corporate identity management tool. Lemento has
developed a corporate identity portal to this end. It is a portal site that contains the complete
corporate identity, but also allows you to do design and layout without needing extra software.
Through unsecured pages you can put your corporate identity online. The portal contains
information on which logo has to be used when, and each logo can be downloaded immediately. This
also goes for office templates word and powerpoint templates, forms. An image database, an online
print shop. As such, its important that you control all of those touchpoints. Everything youre doing
sends a message, and its your job, as brand manager, to guide and direct what message is being
sent. And, lucky for us, many of these companies post their brand manuals online, giving us an inside
look at how they do what they do what fonts, logos, inspirations, and philosophies they consider
essential to their brand. Nike places so much importance on branding, they gave their football
equipment its own brand manual. We see wild exuberance—some faces calling to mind the passion
and thrill of winning, others exuding the primal tension of a coming riot.

The lettering of the contents page hyphenates the word in the middle CONTENTS as though the
brand is so big, brash and inyourface that it cant be contained on one line. View the full brand
guidelines here. And there is a large amount of fribble and flummery in their clip art fourarmed
businessmen, camels erupting in magic and sparks to enhance the Skype layouts. View the full brand
guidelines here. Focusing more on the feel and philosophy of the company rather than the nuts and
bolts of asset placement and font size, they managed to make the company feel both new and old old
in the sense that it appears to be built on tradition and gravitas, but new in taking what has faltered
and lifting it from defeat. C for Crafted, R for Regalare, A for Amore Famaglia, V for Vino Divino, and
finally E for Eataly. Right from the beginning, we see that Artisan, Unique, Fresh and Genuine are
positives, while Authentic Italian is not. Vino Divino sounds like they ply the wine
generously—making sure its not only a good product, but that they dont scrimp on portions either.
Never cheesy, never shy, Macaroni Grill presents a beautiful manual that has something new to say
in the Italian restaurant chain—higher scale than Olive Garden, but with a menu and atmosphere
that appeals to a more compromising American palette. View the full brand guidelines here. The
BSAs brand manual, therefore, offers a lot of handholding, as it might be the only brand manual
these volunteers will ever see. There is more to this manual than just guidelines about font size and
color palette, though. The book explains marketing terms that the average scoutmaster or den
mother might not be familiar with. And for each logo and trademark asset, there are ample dos and



donts to advise the layman on how to move forward. View the full brand guidelines here.

Where other soda companies rely heavily on paid commercial advertising, Jones has built a cult
following based on product placement and two famous RVs that hand out free soda up and down the
East and West Coasts. And while they occupy a small space on the shelf at a grocery store, Jones
Soda is also strategically stocked in music stores, tattoo parlors, and clothing stores that are as
quirky as the sodas own packaging. Each box depicts a quote submitted by customers, and the copy
on the sides is every bit as original as the rest of the brand. The design elements and customer
engagement are finely tuned, demonstrating that a brand can be carefully orchestrated and still be
fun. View the full brand guidelines here. It is a manual that emphasizes storytelling, and the
experiential viewing that its customers will embrace. A good example is the now offtheair Meerkat
Manor, a show that, through clever screenwriting and narration, turns a nature documentary into a
soap opera full of intrigue, romance, and betrayal. View the full brand guidelines here. They are
more than just books—they are an experiential brand, with an experiential position.View the full
brand guidelines here. It is mathematical, an ode to geometry. It was designed not only for a new
brand aesthetic, but to scale up and down while looking the same across many platforms—a problem
the previous logo struggled with. It is designed for small applications where the full logotype
wouldnt have room to appear, but theyve made it similar in many ways. It is recognizable at once as
being the younger sibling of the full logotype. The colors of the four dots are the same as the colors
of the logotype and the Google G blue, green, yellow, and red. View the full brand guidelines here.
The new logo is either a blueonwhite or whiteonblue bird with some controlled allowance for a white
bird on a muted photograph.

Along with the logo, they have guidelines for how usernames and hashtags should
appear—Helvetica, with negative tracking. Blue is the only color allowed, along with various shades
of gray. Helvetica and Roman are the only fonts allowed. And the manual shows the proper
formatting of a tweet treatment. View the full brand guidelines here. The style guidelines recognize
this, and they appear to be a little more lenient than most of the style guides looked at here. There is
allowance for the blue and yellow logo to be straight blue, or straight black, or all white on a green
background, and on and on. The color palette is opened wider allowing three shades of blue, orange,
yellow, and two shades of green.While the idea of a brand manual might at first seem restrictive,
mandating what you should and shouldnt do, the reality is that good guidelines tell a story and
create a character for your company. They show what you are about, and they build a narrative
through which your customers will understand you better. In addition to corporate writing, Rob is a
nationally published novelist, with his books translated into nine languages. He lives in North
Ogden, where he spends his time reading, writing and building models. Or run a print campaign
with a newspaper or magazine Or, you need the magazine or paper to pull something together
quickly for you. Check out this post on TV advertising costs by our friends over at The TV Agency.
Their brand identity was already in place, but they were setting up a “Spanish Wine Fiesta.” It’s
typically just a matter of preference or geographical location. Across the pond in the USA, creating a
brand manual is often what our clients talk about. From brand strategy, through to brand identity
and execution. Not just your logo design! Be proud of it! A version without text. A version without
the logo mark, and so on. If you open up a new shop or store and come across a new use case, make
sure it gets documented!

However, this feels like it deserves its own section. This is it’s typical form, the thing people will see
most often. You might ask; “why, who’s going to see it” If you need to put your logo on a dark
background instead of a white background, then you need an alternative. In fact I’d say the space
you give your logo, can make or break the design. Again, use the responsive logo section above as a
guide. A vibrant colour that looks great on screen might not work in print. Translating it directly into
a print colour will probably look too dull and muddy. You’ll often get better results! Make sure these



get documented! Are you setting out your number with or without the international dialling code. All
of this should be ironed out in your guidelines. How about your header images. And even the content
itself. Their staff members are often at full capacity, stretched, and in a hurry. Instead, we’re going
to show how your brand strategy could fit into your brand guidelines. These fictional profiles will
help to ensure your brand and marketing efforts will appeal to your audience. Not only does it help
everyone align their efforts with your customer base, it can also help to generate referrals. But, it
gives people a unique insight into your industry. Within your brand guidelines, you should outline
how you’re doing that. Sometimes, we’ll include the direct pain points that our client’s solve for their
customers. This collection of words should pack a punch. They are intrinsic to every aspect of your
business, not just your marketing materials. At Canny, we always call it your Brand Mission. Nothing
overly ambitious. Just be sure you detail exactly where you’re brand is going, and what you’re
setting out to achieve. We’ve found even just having a list of them, or some sort of table, that
documents how and when customers will come into contact with your brand can be useful. It acts as
a framework on which to base all of your external communications.
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